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Abstract: In forensic casework, it is vital to be able to obtain valuable information from burnt bone fragments to ascertain the identity of the victim. Burnt bones show significant alterations both in physical and in chemical properties, and these could be obstacles to anthropological tests and DNA profiling. Heat increases the difficulties of bone identification, depending on the exposure temperature. We therefore need to collate detailed information on bone alterations during burning and the influence on appropriate interpretation of observations and test results. This review summarizes the alterations that occur in bone during the burning process, particularly focusing on coloration, weight reduction, shrinkage, deformation, fragmentation, and DNA survival. In addition, the application of micro-computed tomography imaging to burnt bone identification is introduced as one of the most advanced technologies for anthropological analysis.
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Introduction

In forensic casework, we frequently encounter cases where burnt bones are submitted for identification. Properties of bone, both physical and chemical, change drastically during burning and these changes cause difficulties in forensic identification tests. Physical changes occurring in burnt bone, such as deformation and fragmentation due to heat-induced shrinkage, alter the morphological indicators that are critical for anthropometric analysis of species, sex, age, and stature estimation. In addition to the physical alterations, heat in the burning process also induces chemical modification of bones due to combustion and pyrolysis of chemical substances. The degree of modification increases with rising temperatures, and includes degradation of DNA, which compromises forensic identification techniques. We therefore need to know details of these problematic influences, as well as consider the degree of heat to which the specimen had been exposed. Such information will help forensic scientists to interpret test results obtained from burnt bones more accurately.

Many studies regarding burnt bone identification have been published, and their results are summarized in book chapters and reviews.1–12 Besides those issues associated with laboratory analysis of burnt bones, topics covered relate to pre-laboratory operations such as evidence recovery from the scene,13–16 the importance of artificial materials associated with burnt bones,17,18 collection strategy for burnt bones in commingled circumstances,16,17 as well as the fundamentals of burning and cremation.1,4,5,18

This review focuses on the challenging alterations to burnt bones that make laboratory testing difficult, particularly in conventional anthropological and DNA analysis.
These alterations will be summarized and a newly applied method for burnt bone identification, micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) imaging, will also be introduced.

**Burnt bones in forensic cases**

There is a wide range of case types for which burnt bones are submitted to the forensic laboratory, including fire victims in vehicle accidents, from mass disasters, and in house fires. In addition to accidental cases, we encounter homicides where the victim’s body is purposely cremated and destroyed by the perpetrator in order to obstruct the investigation. Heat-induced fragmentation of burnt bones followed by artificial crushing makes meaningful anthropological observation difficult. Additionally, DNA analysis of severely burnt bones can be extremely difficult.

**Coloration of burnt bones**

Bone changes color drastically when it is burnt. Since the color of the bone surface varies with exposure temperature, many researchers have attempted to find a correlation between bone color and burning temperature in order to establish an index for estimating the exposure temperature of questioned bone samples. The degree of bone coloration also varies with burning time, and a long period of burning results in more severe color alteration. Anaerobic burning conditions delay the coloration process. The soft tissues of a corpse act as a physical barrier against the flames at the start of combustion and keep bones in anaerobic conditions. The unevenness of soft tissue thickness in the body and an unequal distribution of heat during the burning itself often result in varying degrees of burnt bones even in the same individual. Results from experimental studies on bone coloration using naked (defleshed) compact bone samples all give slightly different results, possibly because there are differences in sample size, type of furnace, oxygen supply, burning time, as well as the color names used in each study.

Though these differences should not be overlooked, we may regard the correlation between bone color and temperature as follows: a yellow-brown at 200°C, a dark brown-black at 300°C–400°C, an ash-like gray at 500°C–600°C, and a chalk-like white at excess of 700°C. These alterations were shown in photographs and colored charts in previous reports. There are attempts to measure colors of burnt bones digitally using a colorimetry method based on the CIELAB colorimetry and conventional Munsell color scoring method for bone color description and concluded that there is potential for the color to be a diagnostic tool for the viability of DNA testing. The colorimetry technique provides a highly objective and reproducible analysis, so it is expected to be applied in the future of burnt bone identifications.

**Weight reduction of burnt bones**

During burning, bone weight is reduced because of water vaporization and combustion of organic materials which releases the carbon mainly in the form of carbon dioxide. Complete cremation of a human body leaves approximately 2,000 and 3,000 g of cremated female and male bones, respectively. Several studies have monitored the weight reduction of experimentally burnt bones and showed immediate weight reduction after heating. Though this decrease is drastic up to 400°C, it tends toward a plateau at approximately 700°C, stabilizing at approximately 60% of the original weight. According to Ortner and Turner-Walker, compact bone is composed of 14% water and 24% organic matrix (by weight), with the remaining 62% classified as bone mineral, which would not be released through burning. Therefore, it could be said that burnt bone loses water and a significant amount of the organic matrix by 400°C and loses the organic matrix completely approximately 700°C. Fredericks et al. performed Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) on burnt bone powder to monitor the decrease of collagen by measuring the amide-to-phosphate ratio. They showed a drastic decrease of collagen at temperatures between 200°C and 400°C, becoming milder toward 700°C, at which the collagen became no longer detectable. This supports the aforementioned description of the decrease of the organic matrix in burnt bones. We should consider this early decrease of the organic matrix when applying DNA tests to burnt bones since DNA is an organic component of the bone.

**Shrinkage and deformation of burnt bones**

Bone also reduces in volume through the burning process. Though this is one of the major alterations occurring in burnt bones, a quantitative analysis of volume reduction has not been established because of the difficulty of precise volume measurement in its cracked and fragmented form. Recent X-ray computed tomography (CT) technology enabled the digital volume measurement of complex shapes and has been applied to volume analysis of burnt bones. Analysis with micro-CT produced accurate volume reduction measurements of cubically cut, burnt compact bone. In contrast...
to the weight alterations described earlier, the volume does not change until 600°C, but then decreased considerably above this temperature up to at least 1,100°C, by which temperature the bone volume is almost halved. This shrinkage occurs through a combination of losing collagen, recrystallization of the hydroxyapatite (thus increased crystallinity), chemical alteration of the hydroxyapatite to beta-tricalcium phosphate, and the fusion of these crystals. 6,9

This shrinkage and subsequent significant deformation causes problems for anthropometric tests. The influence it has on morphology ranges from the gross to the microscopic level. Gonçalves performed anthropometric analysis on cremated femur (only the proximal extremity), talus, and calcaneus obtained from 84 adult remains cremated in a modern crematorium. 47 The statistically significant results showed that sexual dimorphisms were conserved even in shrimp specimens. However, those anthropometric standards established for sex estimation of non-burnt (normal) bones did not produce an effective estimation in male specimens because shrinkage caused a reduction of measurements. An anthropometric study on experimentally burnt sheep bones revealed significant changes of the measurements, not only a reduction but also an expansion, resulting from complicated shape alteration during the shrinkage process. 27 Even in bones which have been shrunk, identification based on morphological characteristics is still possible. Some investigators have applied the use of frontal sinus morphology, and dentition to burnt bone identification and successfully established identities of the victims. 25,26,48,49 Histomorphological studies on experimentally burnt bones have also been reported. 30–52 Both Nelson, and Bradtmiller and Buikstra assessed the application of the histomorphological age estimation method to samples of burnt compact bone. 50,51,53–59 These studies examined osteons and Haversian canals under microscopy. It was found that the histological structures needed for age estimation were identifiable in bones burnt at between 1,000°F (538°C) and 1,500°F (816°C), and at 600°C. The former study by Nelson revealed significant shrinkage of microstructural elements after burning, while the latter tentatively concluded that the shrinkage does not appear to have a significant effect on age estimation. The other use for histological observation of burnt fragmented bones is species identification. Mean sizes of the osteon and the Haversian canal significantly differ among species, and animal bones tend to have a lamellar pattern formed by primary osteons that is absent in adult human bones. 53,64,65 Cattaneo et al experimentally burnt compact bones of humans and of several animals (cow, horse, pig, and sheep) and successfully discriminated human or non-human origin from the microscopic observation. 52

Because the shrinkage continues even after weight reduction has ceased, the density of the compact bone increases at higher temperature (>500°C) and this results in bone hardening. The hardness of the burnt bone has been measured by Fredericks et al using the Vickers hardness method. 10,36 Their results showed that after an initial slight hardening occurred below 150°C, the compact bone became brittle when the combustion weakened the collagen structures, and then hardening started at 400°C. The hardening accelerated above 700°C, coinciding with increasing crystallinity measured as a splitting factor by the FTIR. 31,45,66 In the process of recrystallization, a variety of sizes and shapes of the crystals can be observed using a scanning electron microscope at high magnification. 30,34 Dramatic shape changes observed as spherical, hexagonal, platelets, and rosettes occur in the growth of the crystals at above 600°C. The formation of these unique shapes depends not only on the temperature exposure but also on the age of the individual. 49 Several studies examined this recrystallization from the crystal chemistry perspective. 31,32,38,42,41 They clearly revealed temperature-dependent structural alteration of the crystal by using X-ray diffraction, small-angle X-ray scattering, and FTIR. It is possible to apply these protocols in estimating the exposure temperature of the bone specimens.

The shrinkage mechanism produces cracks in the burnt bone. Under optical microscope observation, the minute cracks that tend to arise from the Haversian canal can be seen above 500°C, and cracks increase in number and size at higher temperatures. 29 Other studies also found such initial cracks at lower temperature (100°C–300°C) and at higher temperature (above 1,000°C). 30,67 After 1,150°C exposure, this cracking was also observed using the scanning electron microscope as a form of multiple fissures. 29

Fragmentation of burnt bones and survival of trauma made on bones

The formation of cracks in the hardened material triggers a fragmentation. Burnt bones exhibit fragmented forms in different degrees and this creates difficulties in the identification attempts. One of the techniques often applied to bone fragments in the identification process is reconstruction. Grèvin et al reported a case where a human mandible was successfully reconstructed from the burnt bone fragments. 48 They stressed the need for high-level expertise in burnt bone identification because of the severity of fragmentation. Waterhouse examined the course of post-burning fragmentation
using pig limbs and found that a short-term recovery delay of 24 hours increased the degree of fragmentation. Another study by the same author revealed that some weather conditions, such as freezing or fluctuating temperatures, or wet conditions also enhanced bone fragmentation. The results of these two studies highlight the importance of prompt collection of burnt bones from the scene.

In murder cases, it is important to identify the evidence of trauma on the burnt bone, and attempt to describe the weapon used. Pope and Smith experimentally cremated injured heads of dead bodies and confirmed the persistence of the signs of ballistic, blunt force, and sharp force traumas even after burning. They also examined the heat-related fractures produced in the burning and pointed out the differences in pre-existing traumatic fractures in terms of edge sharpness. Poppa et al examined survival of simulated trauma to pig heads after burning. The sharp force trauma (made using a saw, hatchet, and screw driver), blunt force trauma made with a hammer, and ballistic trauma were all identifiable even in completely cremated skulls. A detailed examination of saw marks was completed by Robbins et al. They prepared 12 kinds of saw blade and made cuts of varying depth to pig long bones. These saw marks survived well even in calcined bones. In relation to gunshot trauma, the soot staining that appears around a gunshot wound has also been studied. Amadasi et al experimentally burnt bovine ribs after they were shot with a firearm and found that the soot stains could be identified even after being burnt at 800°C despite their color having changed to be more yellowish.

**DNA survival in burnt bones**

Recent progress of DNA analysis techniques is improving its discrimination power and sensitivity on an ongoing basis and now this technique is routinely applied to the identification of skeletal remains. DNA profiling was expected to be a useful tool for identifying severely burnt bones when morphological tests would fail because of the deformation and fragmentation. However, casework we have encountered and studies published on burnt bone DNA typing show the harsh reality of this application. As mentioned earlier, the organic matrix disappears at a comparatively early phase in the burning process, and DNA is no exception.

Several studies have reported the applicability of DNA typing to the investigation of burnt bones. As a pioneer of experimental study in this area, Cattaneo et al assessed the amplification of 120 bp products of the human mitochondrial DNA region V in experimentally burnt human compact bones (800°C–1,200°C, for 20 minutes) as well as in charred bones obtained from actual forensic cases. They found that none of these burnt specimens retained DNA that was amplifiable and concluded that DNA typing cannot be used successfully with charred bones. They selected the temperature of 800°C–1,200°C for the experimental protocol because this temperature range was similar to that of the actual fire cases. From the knowledge about the properties of burnt bone already discussed in this review, the bones they burnt are thought to have been severely shrunk and colored white. Follow-on studies conducted more detailed experiments on burning temperature and time, as well as assessing amplification product size. These studies experimentally burnt bovine compact bones at up to a maximum of 250°C using a variety of increments ranging from 10°C to 50°C in each study. The DNA was then extracted and subsequent polymerase chain reaction (PCR) processes targeted nuclear DNA and mitochondrial DNA, both with varied target lengths. Their results indicated that the DNA consistently failed to be amplified, even at only 210°C for 2 hours and at 200°C for 45 minutes. The correlation between target length and PCR success has also been shown through these three studies. The shorter PCR target region tended to be more resistant to the high temperatures from burning. Tsuchimochi et al have performed a similar experiment using teeth. They attempted to amplify Y-chromosomal DNA extracted from dental pulps of heated teeth and failed to amplify this even in the teeth heated at 400°C for 2 minutes. In this study, the threshold temperature for amplification success was higher than those shown in the three previously mentioned studies. However, considering that the dental pulp is somewhat protected from heat by the surrounding enamel and dentine, this severe DNA degradation after such a short period of heating also suggests the poor heat resistance of DNA.

In contrast to these studies, Schwark et al achieved better results from DNA amplifications of burnt bones obtained from actual cases. They classified the degree of burning according to bone color and successfully achieved amplification from the specimens at the highest degree of burning, colored “blue-gray-white”. This coloration would suggest that the burning temperatures reached over 500°C so the amplification success seems to contradict the results obtained from other studies. However, there is a plausible explanation for this contradiction. Schwark et al used a self-made multiplex PCR system optimized for amplifying highly degraded DNA by shortening the target length for PCRs and also used a commercially available nuclear DNA typing kit with a higher number of PCR cycles to increase sensitivity. It is possible that their highly sensitive typing system might
work well on severely degraded DNA, but the unevenness of burning in casework, even within a single bone, cannot be ignored. The portion chosen for DNA extraction might have been exposed to a lesser degree than the dominant area used for classification of burn coloration. Further experimental study of burning bone under strict temperature control would be required to clarify this matter.

**Advanced technology for observing burnt bones**

As already explained in this review, burnt bones present many problems for forensic identification. These extend into both anthropological and DNA analysis and we should not expect to consistently obtain sufficient DNA profiles from severely burnt bones. In such situations, anthropological results become more important as the means for forensic identification. We therefore need to obtain as much morphological information as possible from fragmented and fragile burnt bones.

The micro-CT imaging technique is one of the most advanced technologies available for observing the detailed morphology of small materials.\(^{79–85}\) It enables us to obtain not only surface layer three-dimensional (3D) shapes of fragmented bone but also its corresponding sliced histological image without any destructive preparation of fragile, severely burnt bone. The micro-CT scanning system employs two main units: a micro-focal X-ray source and a high-resolution X-ray detector. There are two designs of geometry for these two units to collect 360° projections from an object: 1) rotating the gantry consists of diagonally positioned X-ray tube and detector, ie, it is scaled-down conventional medical CT scanner and 2) rotating the object placed on a precise manipulator.\(^{80}\) An example of the latter type of the micro-CT system is shown in Figures 1 and 2. The micro-focal X-ray spread from the source projects enlarged image of the object onto the detector, and the manipulator precisely rotates the object during a scanning (Figure 2). The object size available for scanning varies by the type of the scanner. Our system shown in Figure 1 scans objects sized between approximately 2 and 150 mm in diameter. Many applications of the micro-CT system to research uses have been reported in a wide range of areas not only in bone
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**Figure 1** A micro-CT system, exterior appearance.

Abbreviation: micro-CT, micro-computed tomography.
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**Figure 2** Interior view of the micro-CT system: (A) a micro-focal X-ray source, (B) a high-resolution X-ray detector, and (C) a precise manipulator.

Abbreviation: micro-CT, micro-computed tomography.
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**Figure 3** Three-dimensional (3D) images of cremated proximal end of humerus, obtained by micro-CT imaging.

**Notes:** Detailed structure of sponge bone can be observed by virtually slicing the 3D image. (A) 3D image before virtual slicing and (B) interior view of the humerus after virtual slicing.

Abbreviation: micro-CT, micro-computed tomography.
Perspectives in various areas of expertise. Although important findings continue to accumulate, identification methods for burnt bone are still at an early stage of development. Although burnt bone poses many difficulties for forensic identification, current advancements in chemical and physical analyses, X-ray imaging, and DNA analysis have the potential to provide higher scientific certainty for the results of identification attempts. Continued application of more advanced technology is expected to provide more opportunities to increase our knowledge in this field.
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Conclusion

A number of investigative studies on burnt bone identification were discussed in this review. This research issue has been studied over a long period of time from a wide range of...


